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1. Introduction 
The ATLAS Tile Calorimeter (TileCal), in conjunction with the Liquid Argon Calorimeters, 
provides essentially full absorption of the energy of jets for pseudorapidity |η| < 4.9. TileCal is 
divided into three cylindrical structures, extending altogether over the interval 0 < |η| < 1.7.  
The design of this system is described in detail in the “ATLAS Tile Calorimeter Technical 
Design Report” [1]. An overall view of the calorimetric system of ATLAS is given in Fig. 1, 
which also shows the central and the two external cylinders of TileCal, which are referred to as 
the Barrel and Extended Barrels respectively. 

 
Fig. 1: The Calorimetric system of the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. 
 
Each of the three Barrels is segmented in azimuth into 64 modules, which were constructed and 
tested in separate production lines. Module construction consisted of two main phases: the 
mechanical assembly of the steel absorber structure of each module, and the assembly into this 
structure of the active optical components – scintillators and fibers - that detect the particles 
produced in the hadronic showers. The purpose of this report is to describe the optical assembly 
procedure – called here Optical Instrumentation – and the quality tests conducted on the 
assembled units. 
 
Altogether, 65 Barrel (or LB) modules were constructed – including one spare – together with 
129 Extended Barrel (EB) modules (including one spare). The LB modules were mechanically 
assembled at JINR (Dubna, Russia) and transported to CERN, where the optical 
instrumentation was performed with personnel contributed by several Institutes. The modules 
composing one of the two Extended Barrels (known as EBA) were mechanically assembled in 
the USA, and instrumented in two US locations (ANL, Michigan State University), while the 
modules of the other Extended barrel (EBC) were assembled in Spain and instrumented at 
IFAE (Barcelona). A detailed description of module construction is given in Ref. [2]. 
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2. General features of the optical instrumentation. 
The layout of the readout cells in the Barrel and Extended Barrel calorimeters, together with 
the properties of the optical components used in equipping the modules, are crucial factors in 
determining the instrumentation procedures and the quality obtained. These aspects are briefly 
described in this section. 
 
2.1. Cell segmentation. 

Scintillator tiles are organized in 11 tile rows of different sizes. The scintillation light generated 
in tiles is collected at the exposed edges of each tile by wave-length shifting (WLS) fibers, 
arranged in pre-shaped opaque plastic “profiles”. Within each module, readout cells are defined 
by grouping together bundles of fibers which are then coupled to a photo multiplier (PMT). 
Each fiber bundle thus brings to a PMT the light from a group of tiles that spans part of the 
longitudinal and transverse extent of hadronic showers. The light from each cell is read out by 
two PMTs, which detect the light from the two exposed sides of each module.  
 
The segmentation of the LB and EB modules into four types of cells/sub-cells – A, BC and D, 
from inner to outer radius - is shown in Figures 2 and 3, from Ref. [3]. In the Barrel, the B and 
C sub-cells are read out by the same PMT. 

 
Fig. 2.  Layout of cells in the Barrel (LB) modules. The bottom of the picture corresponds to the 
inner radius. For each cell, the long and short fiber lengths are given, in cm, together with the 
number of fibers of each type. For each cell, the number of the PMT that reads it out is also given. 
 
Cells of type A and B are numbered according to pseudorapidity – for instance, cell B-4 covers 
the interval -0.4 < η <-0.3 – while D-type cells cover a pseudorapidity interval of 0.2, and are 
numbered sequentially from the center (i.e., D0 covers the interval -0.1< η <0.1). The Figures 
also specify the length (in cm) of the fibers of the two groups within each cell, and their 
number1.  
 

                                                           
1 Within each cell there are two groups of fibers of different lengths: the long fibers that read out the tile row at the 
smallest radius and the next-to-next tile row, and the short fibers that read out the remaining tile rows. Fibers of 
different cells have different lengths, chosen to minimize fiber length and thereby maximize light output, and to 
reach PMTs with the fewest bends, which optimizes light collection and favors its behavior over time. See [3]. 
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The sub-cells of the barrel modules 
are arranged in four radial 
compartments, which results into a 
rather accurately projective layout. 
In the Extended Barrel only three 
radial compartments are defined 
since finer sampling of the 
hadronic shower would not add 
much useful information. Also, in 
this η range it is not geometrically 
possible to have accurate projective 
cells. 
 
In each Barrel module, there are 
307 tiles per row, for a total of 
3377 tiles. In an Extended Barrel 
module there are 1591 scintillating 
tiles. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Layout of cells in the Barrel (LB) modules. The bottom of the picture corresponds to the 
inner radius. Long and short fiber lengths, and number of fibers in each cell, are given as for the 
Barrel modules. 
 
2.2  Scintillating tiles. 

The scintillator tiles used for the Tile Calorimeter were produced in a Russian company under 
the supervision of the IHEP-Protvino group. The aspects that turned out to be most important 
for module instrumentation are summarized here; full details are given in Ref. [4]. 
 
A total of about 460,000 tiles were manufactured. Approximately half of the scintillator tiles 
were produced from the polystyrene known as PSM115. This material became unavailable, and 
a second type of polystyrene, BASF165H, was used for the second half. In order to keep the 
instrumentation lines supplied with tiles of all sizes, the scintillators were fabricated in four 
separate production runs, or “batches”. Batch 1 (about 25% of the total quantity) is evenly 
spread over the 11 types of tiles, while only tiles 1, 2 and 3 (used for the A cells) were 
produced in Batch 2. This allowed about 95% of the modules to be instrumented with the same 
type polystyrene in the first compartment, which is where the hadronic energy density is 
highest. Batch 3, about 20% of the total, used PSM115 polystyrene for tile sizes 4, 5 and 6 and 
BASF165H for sizes 7 to 11. Finally, Batch 4 is entirely made with BASF165H material and 
completed the tile production. 
 
The most important characteristics of the scintillating tiles are light yield and transmission. 
These properties were monitored during tile production by measuring two parameters, I0 and I1, 
proportional to the current in a PMT that reads out a WLS fiber coupled to one of the two short 
edges of a sample tile. I0 is the signal produced by a radioactive source placed on the tile next 
to the readout fiber, while I1 is obtained by placing the source near the far edge of the tile. I0 is 
a rough measurement of light yield, while the ratio I0/I1 is related to the transmission of light 
over the width of the tile (smaller I0/I1 corresponds to better transmission). I0 and I1 were 
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measured for one out of every 20 tiles, and the values of I0 and I0/I1 were recorded with the 
pack identifier of 20 tiles containing the measured tile. 
 

    
 

Fig. 4.  The average light yield and transmission parameters, and their RMS deviations (error 
bars) for each tile size and production batch. The three lines in the plot of I0/I1 indicate an 
“acceptance corridor” for the transmission figure of merit as function of tile size.  
 
The average values of I0 and I0/I1 for the four production batches and for the tile sizes produced 
in each batch are given in Fig. 4. BASF 165H polystyrene was used for the entire production of 
Batch 4, and shows a significantly higher light yield than tiles produced using PSM11. All four 
batches show similar light transmission. 

 
The variation in light output of tiles within 
the same production batch, visible in Fig. 4, 
made it useful to assign tiles to modules 
with a procedure designed to improve 
optical uniformity within modules. From 
batch 2 onwards, the packs of 20 tiles were 
ordered according to the quantity (I0·I1)1/2, 
which was shown to be a better estimator of 
optical quality than I0 alone. Then the 
approximately ½ of the tiles with the higher 
values of (I0·I1)1/2 were used for the barrel 
modules, while the remainder was again 
divided into two equal samples, ordered by 
the value of the optical quality parameter. 
By random extraction the sample with the 
higher (I0·I1)1/2 values was assigned to the 
instrumentation of the EBC modules, and 
the other to EBA modules. 

The selection procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the histograms show the distributions 
of the light estimator (I0·I1)1/2 for packs of tile size 10. The black histogram corresponds to 
packs assigned to the barrel module instrumentation, while the blue and red ones denote the 
packs assigned to EBC and EBA respectively. This data was used at each instrumentation site 

Fig. 5. Example of the selection procedure in 
batch 4. See text for details. 
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to optimize cell uniformity. The procedures adopted at each site are described in the 
Appendices. 
 

2.3 Wave length shifting fibers 

The WLS fiber subproject (fiber procurement, QC, aluminization, and the development and 
production of profile and fiber assemblies) was managed by the LIP and the Pisa groups [5, 6]. 
The 1 mm diameter Y11(200)MSJ fibers produced by Kuraray were aluminized at the end 
opposite to the PMTs to increase the light yield and to get better uniformity in the region where 
they collect light from the scintillators. The RMS deviation of the light output of the 
aluminized fibers, averaged over a group of fibers of the same length, was found to be about 
3%, as can be seen in Fig. 6 (see also Ref. [7]). Fiber bundles with an RMS deviation of more 
than 7% were rejected. 

 
 
 
 
 
3.  General description of the instrumentation and quality check procedures. 

 
A substantial effort was made to adopt common procedures in all instrumentatins sites. By and 
large, the sequence of operations was identical and managed by common checklists; it is 
schematically described in this section. The main differences are to be found in the tile sorting 
and masking procedures, which are described in detail in the Appendices. 
 
Instrumentation of a module began by mounting the mechanical structure on an appropriate 
support. The instrumentation procedure consisted of the following steps: 

• Cleaning of the tiles slots and checking the module geometry 
• Inserting the tiles, previously wrapped in Tyvek sleeves 
• Inserting the plastic profiles containing the optical fibers on both sides of the 

module, using tooling to ensure a proper optical coupling to tiles 
• Collecting fibers into bundles, where each bundle contains all fibers belonging to 

a cell 
• Checking the proper fiber contents of the bundles with a calibrated line of LEDs 

inserted into the source calibration holes. 

Fig. 6.  Results of the quality control of the aluminized fibers. The RMS of the fiber relative light 
yield for each bundle of fibers is shown. The colors indicate the date of production of each batch . 
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• Routing the bundles to their respective PMTs, and adding the optical fibers which 
bring laser light to the PMT to the bundle 

• Potting the individual fiber bundle assemblies into their dedicated lucite tube, 
using optical quality epoxy  

• Cutting and polishing the edges of the fiber assemblies 
• Checking the optical quality of the fiber edges with a TV camera moving in the 

steel girder that constitutes the structural backbone of each module. 
This last step concluded the basic instrumentation phase and was followed by the procedures to 
prepare for and execute the quality checks. These differed depending on whether the optical 
quality was checked by means of a 137Cs radioactive source (as was done at CERN and at 
ANL) or by an LED (at IFAE and Michigan). In the case of source checks, in each tile row a 
steel rod and a steel tube were inserted through the length of the module, traversing each tile 
(the steel rods and tubes hold in place every tile; in addition, the tubes provide the paths for the 
source). In the case of LED checks, one steel rod and one transparent plastic tube were inserted 
in each tile row. The quality check consisted of the following steps: 

• Inserting a test drawer with PMTs and readout electronics 
• Connecting the low-voltage and high-voltage power, and starting up the local 

DAQ system to read out the PMTs responses 
• Checking  the test laser fibers functionality with an LED source 
• Running either a Cs137 source or an LED through the steel or plastic tubes to 

record the light signals from each tile and each fiber and check their adequacy 
• Making the repairs or replacements of optical components needed to obtain the 

uniformity specified below 
• Repeating the source/LED runs to recheck the obtained performance 
• Storing the certification results to a data base 

 
Two criteria were used to certify the optical quality of each module: 

1. All the individual tile/fiber signals (two per tile) deviating from the tile row segment 
average by more than 25% were diagnosed and followed by corrective action (in 
most cases, replacement of a fiber or of a tile) 

2. The module’s overall uniformity, defined as the RMS deviation of the mean cell 
signal from the average of all cells in a module, was required to be better than 10%. 

 
Substantial effort was made to have identical or very similar tooling and procedures at all 
instrumentation sites. Any improvement in module instrumentation proposed at one of the sites 
was tested and usually adopted by all other sites within several days. As an example, early in 
the instrumentation phase a method was found to insert additional fibers into a bundle when a 
few of the already potted ones were found to be defective. One or a few Teflon tubes were 
added to the WLS fiber bundles when potting tem into their Lucite tubes. The Teflon tube was 
then extracted and the hole thus produced was used later to introduce a new WLS fiber. Thus, 
while uniformity in the instrumentation procedure was preserved across different sites, the 
instrumentation and certification techniques converged to their final state rather rapidly, within 
a few months from the beginning of the instrumentation campaign. 
 
 
4. Procedures and quality checks at the instrumentation sites 
Modules were instrumented at 4 locations: CERN, IFAE Barcelona, ANL, and Michigan State 
University. The details of instrumentation including site-specific features are described in this 
section. 
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Fig. 7. The instrumentation room at the CERN Prevessin site.  Four Barrel modules are at various stages 
of instrumentation,  from tiles and fiber insertion to fiber routing and repairing. Calibration tubes to 
check the optical quality of with the 137Cs source are seen on the front end-plates. 

Fig. 8.  Inserting tiles and profiles with fibers into a Barrel module 

 
4.1 CERN instrumentation Site 

  

The barrel (LB) modules, mechanically assembled at JINR (Dubna), were delivered to CERN 
beginning in August 1999. The instrumentation facility was set up at Bldg. 867 on the CERN 
Prevessin site, in space conditioned to support a clean working environment. Up to four LB 
modules could be placed in the room at one time. In Fig. 7 the very first LB modules (JINR#01, 
JINR#02, JINR#03 and JINR#04) are shown; they are at different stages of optical 
instrumentation. The equipment for module quality checks was located outside the 
instrumentation room. Its main component was the hardware and the electronics of the 
hydraulically driven Cs137 source system. 
All 65 LB modules were instrumented and certified in three years, from August 1999 to 
September 2002.  
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Fig.  10. A fiber bundle ready for being 
potted into a Lucite container. 

Fig.  9. Sorting of fibers into bundles ((left); fiber bundle routing (right) 

 
Several steps of LB modules instrumentation at CERN are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10: 
insertion of scintillator tiles and wavelength-shifting fibers (Figure 8); fiber bundle sorting and 
routing (Figure 9); fiber bundle potting in the Lucite tube (Figure 10). 
 
The quality checks of the instrumented modules are describes next. All modules were scanned 
with a prototype of the TileCal 137Cs γ-source system, developed from 1996 onwards at the 
SPS test beam and certified to become the main calibration and monitoring system for the 
entire TileCal in the ATLAS cavern. A detailed description of the system design and 
performance can be found elsewhere [8, 9]. Only a few aspects of the source system, relevant 
to the module quality checks, are reviewed here.  

 
 

The source scan scheme is shown in Fig. 11. A capsule containing a 137Cs source of a few mCi, 
is hydraulically driven through a system of steel tubes that traverses every scintillating tile in a 
module. The 0.662 MeV γ-rays emitted by the source produce light in the scintillator and a 
current signal in the PMTs that read out the cell traversed by the source. The signal clearly 
displays the tile structure of the module, as seen in Fig. 12. 
 
This is due to the fact that the mean-free-path of the γ-rays in the calorimeter structure is about  

 

 
 

 
      
 

equal to the 18 mm calorimeter periodicity. Due to this feature faults at the location of any tile 
is visible. In the figure, it can be seen that the signal from a tile in cell B+2 is strongly 

Fig. 11. The concept of the Cs137source scans. 
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suppressed; in this particular case, a WLS fiber coupled to this tile is at fault. Thus source scans 
provide a powerful means to diagnose optical instrumentation defects, but also to measure the 
response of each tile-fiber channel. This is shown in Fig. 12 (right panel). The contribution to 
the signal of each tile is de-convoluted from the sum signal by fitting the sum with a model 
shape for the tile signal. The individual tile signal is obtained with an estimated precision of 
2%. 
The data shown in Fig. 12 were displayed on line during module quality checks, which allowed 
making immediate decisions about repairs to the optical components. The typical faults are due 
to a bad or broken WLS fiber, a faulty tile-fiber coupling, or a poor scintillator. 
The basic criterion was to inspect and repair any instance of a “tile peak” with less than 75% of 
the mean value of the tile row belonging to the cell being scanned. The reason of this quality 
cut is as follows. What matters is the average response of a cell (typically composed of  2 or 3 
tile rows, and >30 tiles) – therefore the requirement on the uniformity of response of any tile-
fiber combination can be set rather loosely, because even a 50% loss of signal as in the figure 
will lead to a <1% loss of signal on the entire cell.  It can be seen that the 75% criterion a 
conservative choice. 

 
The uniformity over each tile row of the 64 production barrel modules is shown in Fig.13. Each 
point is the RMS deviation from the mean of the individual tile signals, taken over each tile 
row, for each module. Therefore every point gives an RMS value taken over 307 tiles. This 
uniformity does not depend significantly on the tile type and is distributed over a range of 2% 
to about 6% for all modules, with typical values of 2% to 4%. It is understood to be the result 
of a combination of the variation of tile response and of fiber optical fiber coupling efficiency 
within each tile row. 
 
 

Fig. 12. Left: A source scan, showing a faulty  fiber. Right: another source scan, in which the 
strength of the fitted tile responses is shown. The upper plot is the raw signal, which is the sum of 
the signal from the tile row through which the source has passed (middle plot) and of the signal 
from the tile row adjacent to the tube in which the source passed (lower plot). 
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4.2  IFAE-Barcelona instrumentation site 
 
Instrumentation of the TileCal EBC modules began at IFAE-Barcelona in October 1999. Sixty 
four extended barrel modules mechanically assembled in Spain with the participation of the 
Valencia and Barcelona groups were optically instrumented, certified with a light source, and 
all shipped to CERN by March 2002 where they were eventually assembled in the EBC barrel 
of the Tile calorimeter.  
 
The instrumentation and initial certification of EBC modules took place in the  IFAE ATLAS 
workshop using dedicated tooling that included a 16-ton crane, a fiber routing mockup, a 
movable structure that produced dark room conditions, and various custom-made gadgets for 
quality certification. This equipment was distributed between two workshop areas permitting 
work to be conducted on two modules independently, as illustrated in Fig.14. On average, it 
took two working weeks to complete an instrumentation cycle on a given EBC module with 
work taking place on two modules in parallel. 
 
As EBC modules were produced, instrumented and delivered to CERN they were assigned a 
sequential number from IFA01 to IFA64. This numbering corresponds to the order in which 
modules were instrumented. Since the instrumentation and certification procedures evolved 
during the instrumentation campaign, some of the optical properties of the Tile modules display 
a dependence on the order in which they were instrumented, as shown below.  
 

Fig. 13. The RMS  of the individual tile signals over each of the 11 tile rows.
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Fig. 14. Two instrumentation areas at the IFAE-Barcelona workshop. On the left,
module IFA08 is being instrumented. On the right, module IFA07 is placed in a dark
room and is being certified with the movable LED light source system. 

Fig. 15.  Screen from a mini camera
showing a polished Lucite tube with bundle
of bright WLS fibers and dimmer points
from two Teflon tubes, used to insert spare
fibers if needed, at the edge of the bundle. 

       
 

 
 
 
 

A picture of a polished fiber bundle can be seen in Fig. 15. This technique replaced fiber 
splicing, which was used earlier to repair broken WLS fibers; it was implemented on all 
TileCal modules instrumented after IFA05. 
 

The module certification procedure applied at 
IFAE was based on measuring the signal 
generated by producing blue light within each 
tile. The light was generated by a NICHIA 
NSPB-310A LED with an emission spectrum 
in the range 440 nm to 550nm, which closely 
resembles that of TileCal scintillators (450 to 
490 nm). The blue LED light was transmitted 
through each tile, absorbed by the WLS fibers 
and re-emitted as in the case of scintillation 
light. The LED was potted with light-diffusing 
epoxy into a transparent plastic tube, in order 
to make the source azimuthally symmetric. 
The assembly was encapsulated in an 
aluminum tube, with a 3 mm wide transparent 
window. The components of the light source 
are shown in Fig.16. The LED was set to 
operate in continuous mode with a dedicated 
current source. The azimuthal non-uniformity 

of the light source was measured to be less than 2%. The light source signal as measured by the 
TileCal module PMTs had an RMS deviation over a few days of less than 1.5%, which 
includes variations of PMT gains.  
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Fig. 17. An example of an automatically detected and later repaired fault in a
single optical coupling, observed in module IFA03. 

Fig. 16. LED-based light source used to 
certify the quality of the instrumentation at 
IFAE. Shown are the LED, the transparent 
plastic tube, the Al tubes and the final 
assembly, with an azimuthally symmetric 3 
mm window. 

The light source was inserted through transparent plastic tubes which traversed each of the 
eleven tile rows, passing through the holes destined to final certification with the 137Cs 
radioactive source. The light source was driven by a dedicated electro-mechanical device, 
designed and built at IFAE. The device was programmed to move the light source vertically to 
the point of insertion into each tile row, and then to insert it, advance it through all tiles, retract 
it and repeat the cycle for all tile rows. The source velocity was stable at the level of 0.3%. The 
PMT signal was read out by the TileCal integrators used for 137Cs and minimum-bias signal 
readout. The response was measured twice per millimeter, at a rate of 75 Hz; a full scan of a 
module took twenty two minutes. 
 

The movements of the source, the LED and 
PMT power supplies, data acquisition and 
display, as well as on-line quality checks and 
data storage were all controlled with a 
program based on LabView5.0 but 
incorporating C++ code.                                  
The passage of the LED through each tile 
generated a characteristic triangular signal and 
the combined tile/fiber response is 
proportional to the integral of this signal. The 
repeatability of the absolute (relative) 
measurement of this response was found to be 
1.5% (0.6%) over several days and was 
limited by the combined stability of the light 
source and the PMT gains in the environment 
with no temperature control. Comparison of a 
given tile/fiber response to other responses 
within the same module, specifically to those 
belonging to the other side of same tile and to 
other tiles read out by the same fiber, allowed 

an automatic diagnosis of the most likely location of most optical faults. The analysis program 
ran immediately after the data were recorded. An example of a program-detected fault is shown 
in Fig. 17. 
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Fig.19. The spreads in the tile/fiber responses of all
64 EBC modules instrumented at IFAE vs. module
sequential number. The RMS values before (after)
repairs at IFAE are represented by blue squares
(triangles). Circles indicate the Gaussian σ of the
distributions. 

Fig.18. Distribution of the tile/fiber responses
normalized to their average for module IFA04.
The Gaussian fit of the distribution and the low-
response tail beyond 3 σ are shown in red. 

The threshold to investigate and possibly repair an optical fault reported by the data analysis 
package was initially set at a deviation of 30% from the average of the tile/fiber responses in a 
module. This threshold applied to modules IFA01 to IFA14. In agreement with the other 
instrumentation sites, the threshold was tightened to 25% from IFA15. Typically, out of a total 
of 3182 tile/fiber responses per EBC module, 10 to 30 cases were found where this threshold 
was exceeded in the first module scan. An example of a summary report automatically 
generated on raw data by the analysis package, just after completing instrumentation, is shown 
in Fig. 18.  

 
 

 
 
Statistical analysis of all failures observed during the instrumentation of EBC modules showed 
that about 70% of abnormal optical responses were due to inadequate tile-to-fiber couplings 
that included: profiles not well introduced in the slot between the master plates, fibers stuck 
between iron and scintillator, and fibers not well centered. It was noted during the 
instrumentation that the width of the Gaussian part of the optical quality distribution, as shown 
in Fig. 18, was almost entirely determined by the quality of the tooling used during the fiber 
profile insertion. About 25% of abnormal optical responses were due to fibers. Among them 
were fibers not reaching the bundle end or fibers that did not cover the entire readout end of a 
tile, damaged fibers, fiber routing errors, and fiber ends not adequately polished. The final 5% 
of the abnormal optical responses were due to problematic scintillator tiles: abnormal tile 
transparency, a displaced Tyvek envelope, or chipped tiles. Most of these faults were repaired 
during several sequential attempts leaving on average only 0.7% cases per module without a 
successful repair. The majority of the relatively low response cases that remained in the EBC 
modules are due to the limitations of the fiber splicing technique that was rendered obsolete 
from module IFA05 onwards by the additional fibers that could be installed in the holes created 
with Teflon tubes, as already described.  
 
The spread of tile/fiber responses measured on each module before sending it to CERN is a 
useful summary of the optical quality of the modules; it is shown in Fig. 19. Measurements of 
tile/fiber responses made by LED and the Cs sources, after module delivery to CERN, correlate 
at a 90% level, indicating that the variation in tile light yield, to which the LED source was 
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Fig. 22.  A view of the inside of the Girder
during the cutting and polishing process. 

insensitive, gave only a minor contribution to the non-uniformity of the Tile module response 
across its volume. A significant, if variable, fraction the time spent on each module went to 
quality checks, repairs, and certification. As a result, the optical quality of the instrumented 
EBC modules was kept under close control and significantly improved with module sequential 
number. 
 
4.3 Instrumentation at Argonne National Laboratory and Michigan State University 
 

The mechanical structure of the extended barrel 
modules EBA was prepared at Argonne.  Half the 
modules were instrumented at Michigan State 
University, MSU, and half at Argonne, ANL.  The 
instrumentation procedures were largely identical to 
those used at CERN and Barcelona, with minor 
differences being in the fiber routing to the readout 
PMT’s, and the materials used to restrain the fibers 
within the module envelope. 
 
Insertion of the fibers into the module was one of the 
most important challenges and special tooling, 
shown in Fig. 20, was developed to slightly 
compress the plastic channel in order that a 
reproducible coupling could be obtained. 
 

A second critical task was the final machining of the glued fibers in their plastic inserts. This is 
done inside the girder using a custom-built saw which rides on the surface of the girder rings 
and is aligned to them in order to realize the tight clearance between the drawer readout and the 
machined surface of the fiber inserts. The saw, as well as the inside of the girder during cutting 
are shown in Fig. 21 and 22. 
 

        
        

       

Fig. 20 Profile insertion tools were 
developed at ANL as well as at the other 
sites. This ANL tool compresses the fiber 
profile, and directs the compressed part 
into the slot between steel plates at the tile 

Fig. 21.  The cutter used to realize the 
optical surface on the aspirin tubes. One 
can see the saw for the initial cut, the 
carbide cutter for the slightly closer cut, 
and the diamond cutter for the final cut to 
achieve optical quality.
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Fig. 24. Distribution of the tile/fiber
responses measured with a Cs137 source and
normalized to their average for module
ANL-03  

Fig. 23. Distribution of the tile/fiber 
responses normalized to their average for
module ANL-03 instrumented at Michigan
State and measured with an LED light
source.  

           
 

 
 
 
 
 

Final QC at MSU was done by using an LED source similar in construction to that used at 
Barcelona, while at ANL it was done by using a Cs137 source. Therefore, one of the early tests 
made was to compare the results for the two techniques on the same module. The results for 
module ANL003 are shown in figures 23 (cesium) and 24 (LED). The rms variation in 
response measured using the cesium source is 9.6% and is 6.9% for the LED, as expected since 
the cesium measurement includes variation in the light produced by the scintillator. 
Subsequently cesium scans were done at Argonne on all modules instrumented at MSU. The 
summary comparison of LED versus cesium variation in response is shown in Fig. 25. 
 

 
Module Number 

 
Fig. 25.  This graph from one of the QC web pages shows the uniformity of response within layers over all 
64 EBA modules as measured with the Cs137 source at Argonne.  There are similar plots of uniformity 
within cells, and also uniformity of tiles and fibers. 
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Fig. 27.  This figure shows a typical list of problems which were found after the first Cs137 scan of a
module. This is for module EBA-52.  Note that two different, independent analyses of the data were done
for each scan.   Another scan was done after the repairs listed here were implemented.  In this case, no
significant problems were found in the second scan.  

 
Fig. 26.  Shown is the response to cesium as a function of position along a single tile row. Scintillator tiles 
were produced in packs of 20, and the systematic variation between packs is evident. 
 
The increased variation in response measured for ANL004 was somewhat larger than expected 
and part of its source is explained in Fig. 26. This shows the variation in tile output measured 
using the cesium system and the systematic variation between groups of 20 tiles, which are 
associated with tile packs during production. This is a more significant issue for the extended 
barrel modules due to the larger number of tiles per cell. Therefore, once this issue was 
recognized the tile packs were sorted according to the light output of the sample tile measured 
for each pack.  
 
Quality control included detailed checklists. A typical report is shown in Fig. 27. The most 
frequent problems comprised bad or damaged fibers, which were replaced, or fibers with poor 
coupling to the tiles, which could usually be recovered by reinsertion. Occasionally, bad tiles 
were encountered in that there light yield was not typical of the corresponding test tile. In this 
case the tile would be replaced. 
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Fig 28. Number of fiber coupling failing the 25% test prior to shipment to CERN 
 
Fig 28. shows the number of remaining fiber couplings which failed to meet the quality control 
requirement during instrumentation (a light yield within 25% of the average for their cell). 
Many techniques were developed at the instrumentation sites to repair fibers failing this test. 
These began with splicing, which shortly replaced by improved techniques such as that 
developed at CERN, as well as a technique in which the outer casing of the Lucite tube could 
be broken off to all the replacement of larger number of fibers. Following the learning phase 
the number of fibers failing the quality control test was 1 or 2.  The early modules were all 
repaired at CERN using the techniques developed later in production. 
 
Overall quality checks on modules at CERN. 
 
For all modules a final check source scan was made, leading to certification. For Barrel 
modules this coincided with the final scan, after all repairs. The instrumented EB modules 
coming from Spain and the USA were first equipped with Cs source calibration tubes, and then 
tested with the 137Cs γ-source, repaired if needed and finally subjected to the final certification 
scan. The overall quality of the response of all 192 modules is summarized by the estimator of 
cell uniformity given in Fig. 29. The response of each readout channel (two per cell) of each 
module is first obtained; it is defined to be the mean of the response of each tile in the cell. 
Then for each module the RMS deviation from the mean of the cell responses is plotted (one 
per module) in the figure. The improvement from tile pack sorting is apparent; sorting began at 
ANL from module ANL008 and was adopted shortly thereafter at all sites. 
 
On the basis of simulations of hadron showers in TileCal and of the effect of cell-to-cell 
response non-uniformities (described in chapter 7 of the TDR [2]) the required cell uniformity 
was taken to be 10%. It is seen that the uniformity for all the Barrel modules lies in the range of 
5-8%. EB modules are less uniform but well below 10% specification. The observed 
differences between LB and EB modules, as well as systematic trends in the uniformity of 
modules within each barrel, which are visible in Fig. 29, are mostly due to the optical quality of 
the tiles used for the instrumentation. As described in section 2.2, from tile production batch 2 
onwards the 50% of the tiles characterized by the highest values of the optical quality estimator 
were used to instrument LB modules, the remainder were used for the EBs. 
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On top of these differences due to tile optical quality, in Fig. 29 one can appreciate larger 
differences in the uniformity of EB modules 60 to 64. In these modules, the steel structure and 
the tiles of several cells of type A were cut to provide space for the supports of the Liquid 
Argon calorimeter barrels. Consequently the response to the 137Cs source and to particles of 
these cells is different, and increases the RMS deviations within the affected modules. 
 
It is noted in passing that the certification of barrel modules was done with one of the first 
super drawers. During the three years of barrel instrumentation (Aug 99 – Sep 02) some 
components of the super drawer were replaced (PMTs, 3-in-1 cards) and some parameters such 
as HV settings changed. This did not affect the certification results but led to some 
irregularities on tile response shown in the Appendix. 
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Fig. 29. Cell uniformity as defined in the text for all LB and EB modules. 
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APPENDICES 
 
A.1  Sorting and masking of tiles for Barrel modules 
 
The tiles used to instrument LB modules at CERN were sorted according to the light yield 
estimator in two families (normal and extra light yield) to reduce the signal spread within the 
cells. The extra light yield tiles come from the high light yield tail of the distribution in the 
given batch; therefore they represent only a small part of the tiles used at CERN. 
 
Furthermore, a “masking” procedure was developed in order to reduce the light yield of tiles 
from Batch 4, which was produced from BASF polystyrene, as described in Section 2.2. This 
was necessary where both PSM and BASF tiles had to be used for tile rows belonging to the 
same readout cell. This turned out to be the case for a number of BC cells, because most of the 
tiles of size 4, 5 and 6 were made of PSM polystyrene, whereas most of tiles 7, 8 and 9 were 
made of BASF material. The tile masking procedure was developed at CERN and consisted of 
spray-coating part of the readout edges of the high light yield tiles with white diffusive Bicron 
paint, as shown in Fig. A-1.  
 
The required length of the painted strips 
was estimated from the difference in the 
light yield estimator of the two types of 
tiles was and tested in few cells. For the BC 
cells, tests of light output reduction were 
made by coating tiles on both readout sides 
and at both the inner and the outer radial 
ends over lengths of 20 mm and 25 mm. 
This led to choosing to coat the tiles with 
two symmetric diffusive strips of 22 mm 
each for the cells containing both PSM and 
BASF tiles.  

 
 
 
 
 
The same procedure was applied for part of the 
A cells of modules 64 and 65, where PSM and 
BASF had to be combined. The masking strips 
were 2 mm x 6 mm and 2 mm x 5 mm on each 
readout side respectively. The overall 
uniformity plots presented in Section 5 don’t 
show any deterioration of the uniformity for 
the modules where this masking procedure was systematically applied (barrel modules 15, 16, 
18 to 30, 32). This proves the success of the masking procedure. 
 
Further details about the tiles used in the instrumentation process and the sorting and masking 
procedures are given below. 
 

Fig. A-1. Masking of tiles by coating part of the 
edges facing the WLS fibers, at both the inner 
and outer radial ends. The same strips were 
painted on the other readout edges of the 
tiles. 
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A cells. 
The A cells, the closest to the interaction point in ATLAS, consist of tile rows 1, 2 and 3. The 
scintillating tiles used to instrument this part of barrel modules come mainly from first two 
batches and only 2% from the 4th batch. All of them except those from the 4th batch were made 
of PSM115 polystyrene. 
 
The extra quality tiles were inserted in a few cells of module 32 (A-10, A-9 and A-8) and in all 
A-cells of modules 45 and 59 (tile rows 2 and 3). In module 45 the increase of the light yield 
amounts to 5% with respect to the average taken over the cells made of normal quality tiles. 
 
The BASF tiles, which exhibit a 15% higher light yield, were inserted in all cells of module 60 
and in some cells of module 61. 
 
Modules 62 and 63 were equipped with PSM tiles left over from EBC instrumentation, 
corresponding to the lower (about 10%) light yield part of that set.  
 
In some cells of Module 64 and 65, as already remarked, a combination of PSM and masked 
BASF tiles was used. 
 
 
BC cells. 
The  cells consist of tile rows 4-9. Since the tiles were made both of PSM (the whole batch 1 
and tile sizes 4-6 of batch 3) and BASF (tile sizes 7-9 of batch 3 and the entire batch 4), one 
can subdivide the modules into several families according to the light yield of BC cells: 

• Modules 1-14, 17 were fully equipped with PSM scintillators. 
• Modules 15, 16, 18-30, 32, and part of module 31 (cells BC-7, BC-8, BC-9): PSM 

scintillators were used in tile rows 4 to6, and BASF scintillators in rows 7 to 9. For 
these modules the BASF scintillators of rows 7 to 9 were coated over  2 x 22 mm strips 
.on each readout side as already described. 

• The extra-quality tiles entered all the BC-cells in the module 28. This gave a 1% 
increase of the Cs response comparing to the average of the other modules equipped 
with PSM tiles. 

• Modules 31, 33-65 were instrumented only with the BASF tiles in the BC sampling. In 
order to maintain a more complete record of tile responses, the gains of the PMTs of the 
super-drawer used for quality checks were not changed, therefore the BC cells in these 
modules exhibit a 20% higher Cs response. 

 
 
D cells 
Tile rows 10 and 11 make up the third radial compartment. It was instrumented with PSM tiles 
(batches 1 and 3) and with the BASF tiles of batch 4, as follows: 

• Modules 1-14 and 17 were fully instrumented with PSM tiles. 
• Modules 15, 16, 18-65 were equipped with the BASF polystyrene tiles. On the average, 

the light yield increase of this group with respect to the first one is ≈ 28%. 
• Module 28 was instrumented with the extra-quality BASF tiles. The light yield was 

seen to be greater by 2.6% in comparison to that of the other modules equipped with 
BASF tiles. 
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Results and summary. 
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The above mentioned facts about the instrumentation of LB modules are illustrated in Figure 
A-2, which gives the average responses of tiles in the three cell types normalized to their 
average for all modules. The irregularities seen in the first 5 modules for all three types of cells 
are spurious. They are due to the fact that the final setting of PMT gains had not yet been 
decided.  
In summary, the A-cells except for just few modules belong to only one family, the BC-cells 
belong to two families, as the D-cells. The corresponding modules and the average of Cs 
response are displayed in table A-1, with the number of cells for each family.  
 
Cell type Modules <Cs 

response> 
No. of cells in 

family 1 
No. of cells in 

family 2 
A 1-65 1159 1300 - 

BC 1-30,32 1139 558 * - 
 31,33-65 1380 - 612 

D 1-14,17 1306 105 - 
 15,16,18-65 1669 - 350 

Total   1963 962 

 
One may also conclude that the light increase due to the extra quality tiles of each batch is very 
small, whereas the difference between PSM and BASF scintillators is substantial. 
 
 

Table A-1, Illustrating families of Cs responses. Three cells of module 31 are masked (see 
above). Nevertheless, for simplicity, the BC cells  of this module are counted in family 2. 

Fig. A-2.  Average responses of A; BC and D cells in each LB module, normalized as in text. 
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A.2  Sorting and masking of tiles for EBC modules 
 
The composition of the EBC modules in terms of PSM vs. BASF tiles is graphically shown in 
Fig. A-3, which represents what had been done as of February 2002, when four modules had 
not yet been instrumented but all tiles for these modules were in hand. 
PSM tiles were used to instrument all cells of the first 17 modules and for the A-cells of all 64 
 

EBC  
 

 
modules, with the exception of the “cut” A-cells shown in the figure, which as mentioned in 
Section 5 were cut in order to accommodate the Liquid Argon calorimeter supports. The 
peculiar response of these cells was mentioned in Section 5. 
 
PSM tiles were also used to equip tile rows 4,5 and 6 in modules 18-37. In the EB modules the 
BC-cells comprise tile rows 4,5,6 and 7, but tiles made of PSM material to equip row 7 of 
modules beyond 17 was not available. Hence BASF tiles had to be used for tile row 7 of these 
20 modules. These tiles were masked by painting two strips of 22.5mm each on the two readout 
edges of tile7, with the procedure developed at CERN. The loss in the collected light due to the 
masking was found to be 20% using the 137Cs system at the CERN certification site, 21% using 
the LED source at the IFAE instrumentation site. At a later time the loss was also measured 
using 90º test beam muons incident on the geometrical center of masked tiles and was found to 
be a few percent larger. 
 
The 21% drop in the LED light detected in the IFAE quality control system caused no increase 
in the RMS spread of signals from the B cell with respect to modules previously instrumented. 

Fig. A-3. Tile materials in the instrumentation of the EBC modules. 
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All the remaining cells and modules (cells 8 to 11 of modules 18-37; cells 4 to 11 of modules 
38-64) were equipped with BASF tiles. 
 
As shown in section 5, the uniformity of cells of EBC modules from 11 onwards is distinctly 
better than for the earlier ones. This is because until module 10 tiles were inserted into modules 
without any sorting, whereas later the following improvements were introduced: 
● from module 11 onwards, for every tile size the available at IFAE packs of 20 tiles were 
ordered by the value of the (I0·I1)1/2 optical quality estimator, measured for one of the tiles in 
each pack. Tile packs were then inserted following this order, beginning with the highest value 
of the tile sample available at the time of the instrumentation each module. 
● as described in section 2.2, beginning from batch 2 sets of tiles differing in optical quality 
were destined to each of the three barrels. The EBC instrumentation site received tiles 
corresponding in optical quality to the third quarter of the (I0·I1)1/2 distribution. Tiles were 
inserted in each row in the order given by this estimator, as was already being done from 
module 11 on. However the larger samples available at that time produced significantly smaller 
optical response spreads within each module. 
 
A.3  Sorting and masking of tiles for EBA modules 
 
     The tiles used to instrument the EBA modules were received in a few batches over the 
years. As noted, some of these were from a different manufacturer, and had a different intrinsic 
brightness.   The parameters I0 and I1 corresponding to brightness and attenuation had been 
measured during tile production.  These numbers were entered into an Excel spread sheet for 
sorting in order to match tiles in each cell, and where possible in each row of each module. 
Tiles from 95 different packages were sorted in order to fill 1451 slots in a module. A log was 
then made, to indicate to the instrumentation crews which package of tiles was to go into which 
slots in a particular module. Because the BASF tiles were brighter, a masking procedure much 
like that used on the central barrel was developed for these.  
 
 
 
 
 


